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amalia. mom. 

I’ve got your 

sharp nose. and elena,

your serious brows. 

but some days I can’t 

remember what either 

of you looked like. 

would you see 

yourselves in me? did 

you see her in you? 

I don’t 

know who 

you are, 

madrimar, or 

how you knew 

my moms, or 

what you 

really 

want. but 

I’m bruised 

up and I’m 

tired--I 

just 

gotta 

go. 

kate. 

it’s spring

break.

then get

over here,

chavez.

the person 

you see in the 

mirror isn’t 

always real.

sometimes you’re 

a projection of all 

the things everyone 

expects you to be. 



Sleuthing headquarters of Kate Bishop, 
a.k.a. Hawkeye, skilled archer and 
America Chavez-enthusiast.

--like, “kate, 

is it really 

an emergency? 

or do you just 

want to test 

out those 

body groove 

pillows?”

I’ve been 

dying to pull 

out my “I cannot with 

the entire world right 

now” living room pillow 

lounge emergency 

kit, but I’ve always 

hesitated--

  the answer 

is always skewed 

toward “no” and 

“ughh yess why is

 that so wrong,” 

you know? 

thank 

you.

yes, please. 

all of the 

flopping.

hey. this is kate bishop you’re talking 

to. whatever it is, we’ll sort it. let’s get 

you flopped on some pillows. 

HAWKEYE INVESTIGATIONS. 
VENICE BEACH, CALIFORNIA.

 I do however happen to have 

oreo ice cream in the freezer, 

so you’re all set…



I thought that pulling 

out all of my pillows 

for you might be 

overkill, but…

hot sauce for 

me, files on the 

mysterious entity 

and its weird 

markings for 

you.

you brought me a case? in the middle of 

all your sad, lost, heartache ennui...you 

brought me a case. that, america chavez, 

is how I know you like me, you 

really, really like me.

ugh, 

never, that’s 

when. do you 

mind if I put up 

a pull-up bar?

kate, my feelings 

are gonna come 

out and I’m not 

ready. 

when in the history of 

feelings has anyone 

ever been ready 

for them? 

whatever 

ya gotta do, 

chavez. 

please, 

keep that 

between 

us.

noted. 

so, like, 

how are you 

really 
doing?

nope, exact 

right amount

 of pillows. 

good job.

when 

everything 

is swirling 

with danger 

and chaos, 

be brave 

together.

slay monsters, 

the patriarchy, 

and extra- 

large pizzas.

There are those 

connections that remain 

constant no matter what 

dimension you’re in.
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